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and Okinawa—but I'd rather face combat than quarreling, arguing
women. Actually the first thing I can remember from childhood is
sitting with my sister in a stalled automobile, while my dad tried
to change a tire, and my mother denounced him for having the punc-
ture. My sister—Ruth was probably six or seven at the time—was
also scolding away at him. I spoke up for my dad, and both Ruth
and my mother then turned on me. I tried to jump out of the car
and get away, but I was caught and got a spanking.
My sister and my mother, like my wife and her mother, are
quick on the trigger—quick acting, quick thinking, machine-gun
talkers. I take after my dad; I'm slow. Not only was I slow as a boy;
I was sickly. Or so Lady says. I had severe whooping cough in the
fourth grade—the grade they taught phonetics in my school—and
I was kept at home for a year. I never did catch up with my read-
ing. My memory of my boyhood Saturdays is other kids outside play-
ing and my mother standing over me with a book insisting I read
from it, when I didn't know how to read. Lady always managed to
get me to obey her. My sister would rebel. I just couldn't. The times
Ruth would skip out on the dishes, I was likely to do the dishes and
run the vacuum cleaner to boot. Lady would make me feel sorry
for her or . . . something.
Perhaps I tried extra hard to satisfy Lady because I early realized
what a disappointment I was to her and my dad. When I was in
the seventh grade my parents went to a PTA meeting where my
teacher told them I wasn't college material. Both were badly cut
up, though Dad attemped to hide it Years later, tests I took in the
Army indicated that the teacher had been too pessimistic. My LQ.
was high, and in music and math I scored exceptionally well. But
my parents believed my seventh-grade teacher at the time.
I seem fated to disappoint those I would like best to please,
Ava thinks I should earn more and be more stable in my business. I
agree. But when my work is criticized or I'm criticized, I become
unnerved and incapable. The only time I've ever felt I was a success
was out on the desert. I had no trouble there getting up in the
morning. If work was waiting, I practically leaped out of bed. I had

